Emergency Management & Mission Continuity - Safety Month 2019

UC Davis’ emergency response capabilities have been tested recently during wildfire smoke closures and the shooting of Officer Natalie Corona in downtown Davis. Since then, the departments responsible for managing emergencies and the critical communications that follow, are improving the preparedness of those who deliver critical services, and the reliability of timely information capable of protecting our community should the unthinkable happen.

Please attend one of our lunchtime sessions focused on Emergency Management & Mission Continuity. Using recent campus emergencies, UC Davis Emergency Manager, Clement Stokes, will discuss the University’s approach to managing a threat, which often starts with a 911 call to Police Dispatch.

Understanding how decisions are made by the University is a critical part of everyone’s responsibility to stay informed, and will help you and your department prepare for an emergency and likely improve your overall resilience when one occurs.

Events/Activities

**Wednesday, May 1**
Active Shooter Survival Workshop [Please RSVP by email - safetymonth@ucdavis.edu]
Strategies that increase the likelihood of surviving an active shooter incident and covers Run, Hide, Fight
Presented by UC Davis Police Department
9 – 11 a.m.
Emergency Operations Center [map]

**Wednesday, May 1**
Seminar on Emergency Management & Mission Continuity
Preparing for emergencies to more quickly recover after the threat has passed.
Speaker: Clement Stokes, Director of Emergency Management & Mission Continuity
Noon – 1 p.m.
Hoagland Hall, 130 [map]

**Thursday, May 2**
Seminar on Emergency Management & Mission Continuity
Preparing for emergencies to more quickly recover after the threat has passed.
Speaker: Clement Stokes, Director of Emergency Management & Mission Continuity
Noon – 1 p.m.
Thursday, May 2
Active Shooter Survival Workshop [Please RSVP by email - safetymonth@ucdavis.edu]
Strategies that increase the likelihood of surviving an active shooter incident and covers Run, Hide, Fight
Presented by UC Davis Police Department
2 – 4 p.m.
Emergency Operations Center [map]

Contact
Emergency Preparedness
prepare@ucdavis.edu
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